Wyplay integrates V-Nova PERSEUS® video compression technology
into set-top-box platform of major pay-TV operator
• Advanced video compression technology, PERSEUS®, by V-Nova has been integrated with Wyplay payTV middleware, Frog Client, on a set-top-box platform already deployed in the field by a Tier-1, European
TV operator
• PERSEUS® by V-Nova shifts the entire video bitrate-quality curve, enabling UHD quality at HD bitrates,
HD at SD bitrates, and SD video at audio bitrates
• Integration was achieved in record time thanks to the open source approach of Wyplay’s Frog Client
• The Joint V-NOVA / Wyplay solution will be showcased at TV Connect 2015, ExCel London, April 28 – 30
rd

Marseille/London – April 23 , 2015 – V-Nova Ltd., the leading provider of video compression solutions,

and Wyplay, a creator of software solutions for leading pay-TV operators, today announced that they
have achieved the integration of V-Nova’s PERSEUS® video compression technology into the existing
set-top-box platform of a Tier 1, European TV operator, which had been upgraded to run Frog Client
middleware by Wyplay.
This achievement demonstrates the time-to-market advantage for the introduction of new technologies
afforded by the open innovation approach advocated by both companies. Indeed, V-Nova’s partner
consortium, unveiled just three weeks ago, comprises of more than 20 companies who have
contributed to the development and adoption of this novel approach to video encoding and decoding.
PERSEUS® was designed using innovative scientific principles and amounts to a radical departure
from existing compression technologies – yet, it is compatible with them in the field. As a result, it has
been demonstrated in testing and live operations that PERSEUS® brings 2x – 3x average
compression gains, at all video quality levels, under practical real-time operating scenarios versus
H.264, HEVC and JPEG2000.
The integration of PERSEUS® was facilitated by the open source nature of Wyplay’s Frog Client (Its
digital TV middleware for set-top-boxes.). Leveraging the full source code and documentation
available to all Frog Licensees https://portal.frogbywyplay.com, the two teams were able to integrate
PERSEUS® video playback support into an existing Frog-powered set-top-box without the
involvement of the chipset vendor or the hardware manufacturer.
Frog Client by Wyplay is the first independent open source software solution for pay-TV operators.
The initiative brings together a growing ecosystem of more than 80 companies across the entire digital
TV technology value chain including chipset vendors, device manufacturers, independent software
vendors, software development and integration services providers and operators. This comprehensive
solution includes access to all the components needed to build a TV operator’s products.
“We are very pleased with the seamless level of integration that was achieved for our PERSEUS®
compression technology into the STB ecosystem of this major European TV operator,” said Guido
Meardi, CEO & Co-Founder, V-Nova. “It’s gratifying to anticipate the improvement to the end-user
experience made possible by the fast deployment of our technology with Wplay’s Frog Client
middleware. The adaptable nature of PERSEUS® with exiting infrastructures is proven by the full
integration into the operator’s STB stack that was achieved in a matter of weeks.”

”V-Nova’s PERSEUS® technology has the potential to revolutionize TV service delivery on all
devices,” said Jacques Bourgninaud, CEO, Wyplay. “We are delighted to have this ground-breaking
technology intrinsically integrated with our open source Frog Client Middleware. The seamless way in
which V-Nova was able to integrate PERSEUS® proves its compatibility with the wider TV ecosystem,
and will enable faster time-to-market deployments for operators and system integrators.”

###
About V-Nova
V-Nova™ is a London-headquartered company providing advanced video and imaging processing hardware,
software and embedded solutions. Its novel compression technology, PERSEUS® is based on principles
underlying human vision. V-Nova was founded in 2011 by an experienced team, including experts involved in
the development of first generation codecs (e.g., MPEG/JPEG), as well as business leaders, technology finance
veterans, product development and intellectual property experts. A strong global consortium comprising leading
partners from multiple industries including media & broadcasting, telecommunications, hardware and consulting
supports V-Nova. V-Nova serves numerous sectors, including media & broadcasting, telecommunications,
aerospace, defence, security, video conferencing, digital signage, medical imaging, telematics and video games.
For more information contact: V-Nova Ltd., One Sheldon Square, London, W2 6TT, United Kingdom
info@v-nova.com
+44 (20) 7046 6270
v-nova.com
About Wyplay
Independent and internationally recognized, Wyplay develops open, modular and innovative software solutions
for IPTV, cable, satellite and terrestrial TV operators and broadcasters around the world.
Wyplay’s technology enables operators to select, configure, and deploy solutions easily from the richest list of
preconfigured functionality available in a modular online TV solution, including an electronic program guide;
video recorder; multiscreen and multiroom connectivity, an application store; and more.
Wyplay’s professional services team creates user experiences that exactly match and complement an operator
or broadcaster’s product and market strategies. Wyplay is now a strategic partner for such leading brands as
SFR, Vodafone, Belgacom and now Canal+.
To learn more about Wyplay’s set-top box, multi-screen and OTT solutions, please visit www.wyplay.com and
https://frogbywyplay.com/.
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